MACARONI BEACH HOUSE
Mustique

•

St. Vincent & The Grenadines

From US$ 2,071 - 3,500 per night

THE VILLA

3 bedrooms

KEY FACTS
Sleeps 6

Macaroni Beach House is a
Mediterranean style villa designed by

3 bathrooms

Jane Taylor and built in 2009.
Dining gazebo
Idyllically set above Macaroni Beach
on the east Atlantic side with its own

Infinite edge pool

Nature Trail leading directly to the

Nature trail to beach

white sand beach below. Designed
1 Kawasaki Mule
around a large wrap-around
verandah, with cool elegant interiors.
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Fully Staffed

MACARONI BEACH HOUSE FLOORPLAN
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GETTING TO MUSTIQUE

GETTING TO MUSTIQUE
From Saint Lucia international airport, it’s a

25-minute flight to Mustique onboard one of

the island's privately owned and operated Twin Otter aircraft. Flights will be arranged for
this part of your trip once your Villa has been booked.

Flights can also be arranged, on request, from Barbados.

When you arrive at either airport you will be met by Meet & Greet representative in the
arrivals hall holding a sign with your name on it.

You will be fast-tracked through all the formalities and accompanied to the Mustique
lounge where you can help yourself to refreshments while waiting for your short hopper to
Mustique.
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ACTIVITIES

Diving
Mustique offers some of the best scuba diving in the Grenadines. With a dedicated team of
professional PADI instructors and divemasters.

Equestrian
Explore Mustique on horseback, trekking up into the hills or splashing along the shoreline.
One of the finest Equestrian Centres in the Caribbean the stable of horses from
thoroughbreds to ponies can suit all levels and abilities.

Wellness-Spa & Fitness
The Wellness Centre, located at The Cotton House in Endeavour Bay where you can choose
from a range of classes and treatments. The hotel’s organic natural spa offers a range of
bespoke luxurious treatments and massages, designed by Bamford.
Professional yoga instructors and personal fitness trainers run a wide range of classes at The
Cotton House, from yoga and meditation to personal training and pilates. The hotel gym,
located beneath the Spa is fully equipped.

Tennis
The Tennis Club has six complimentary tennis courts available to guests and the Club, run by
highly experienced and professional coaches, offers a wide range of coaching programmes
for all ages and levels.

Golf
If you're keen to enjoy a round of golf during your stay, head to the nearby Canouan Island
and play on one of the most picturesque courses in the Grenadines.

Hiking
The hiking trails on Mustique are wonderfully varied. Pick up a map in your villa and discover
the extraordinary diversity in the island’s topography and vegetation.
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ABOUT MUSTIQUE

Dining
If you're after a change of pace from being served wonderful meals in your villa there are
plenty of options to dine and socialize on Mustique.

- The Verandah Restaurant

-

The Beach Cafe
Basil's bar

- The Great Room Bar

Weather
Mustique lies beneath the hurricane belt so there is minimal risk of experiencing one,
however, In the unlikely event of a hurricane, the security team have a finely tuned plan in
place to ensure everyone’s safety on the island.

Security
The island has a small conscientious security force with a team of officers who regularly tour
the island.

All Guests and visitors are registered before arriving on the island by land, air or

sea, whether staff, local islander or guest to ensure the security team know who is on the
island at any one time.

Medical Clinic
The Mustique Medical Clinic is open daily should you need medical advice and wish to see
the doctor for a private consultation.

There is also an island pharmacy. In the unlikely event

of an emergency, medical evacuation can be arranged where guests are taken to hospitals in
either Martinique or Miami.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
Click to view online
(+44) (0)2071 646112
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info@firstclasscollection.com
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